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Abstract: Background: COVID-19 caused devastating effects on global healthcare systems. The
elderly and people with chronic comorbidities were at a particularly high risk of mortality and
morbidity. However, the evidence on the association of COVID-19 severity with noncommunicable
diseases (NCDs) in the African population is scarce. Objective: The aim is to estimate COVID-19
severity among African patients with hypertension, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) and
its implications for case management. Methods: We will adhere to the extension for Scoping Reviews
of PRISMA (PRISMA-ScR). The following electronic databases will be searched: PubMed, Scopus,
Web of Science, Embase, CINAHL, and Joanna Briggs Institute. The search will be conducted after
the publication of this protocol. Two reviewers will extract data from articles published after March
2020 without language restrictions. A descriptive analysis of the important findings and a narrative
synthesis of the results will serve as the basis for interpretation. Expected results and conclusions: This
scoping review is expected to determine the odds of patients with chronic comorbidities to progress
to severe stages of COVID-19. The review will generate an evidence-based and set foundation for
recommendations toward the establishment of surveillance systems and referral guidelines for the
management of NCDs in the face of COVID-19 and future pandemics.

Keywords: Africa; cardiovascular diseases; COVID-19; diabetes; hypertension; noncommunicable
diseases; pandemic; SARS-CoV-2; severity

1. Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), is an illness caused by severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [1]. The unprecedented spread of this infectious
disease (pandemic) posed devastating effects on the health and well-being of people
around the world, including Africa. As of 1 January 2023, according to the Africa Centre
for Diseases Control and Prevention (Africa CDC) [2,3], there were more than 12.2 million
confirmed cases and 256,542 deaths reported throughout Africa, representing about 2% of
all cases (656.4 million) and about 4% of all deaths (6.7 million) reported globally.

The effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on global healthcare systems has been profound.
In particular, the impact of the pandemic on the elderly and people with non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) has been devastating [4–8]. Important issues include disordered regular
service delivery, decreased access to existing healthcare facilities, social isolation, and sup-
ply chain disruptions [4,5,9]. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic severely affected access
to and the utilization of healthcare facilities, management of chronic diseases, maternal and
child services, vaccination programs and regular control, and treatment of endemic dis-
eases, such as malaria, tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, and neglected tropical diseases [6,10–14].
Interventions and clinical trials have also been adversely affected.

The increasing burden of NCDs along with the enduring burden of infectious diseases
in Africa and other settings in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) has been well
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noted [15]. Nevertheless, the treatment and control of NCDs have been routinely given less
attention, as often priority is bestowed to the control and management of infectious diseases.
Additionally, regular check-ups and early screenings are yet not well adapted. Treatment
delays and low utilization rates of the available services have been among the daunting
challenges in Africa and elsewhere in LMICs leading to a high prevalence of advanced NCD
conditions and an increased burden of preventable complications. Moreover, inadequate
self-management practices and nonadherence to treatment procedures of these lifelong
conditions have been major hurdles to patients with NCDs. Given this existing dual
burden of disease in Africa and the global impact of COVID-19, the pandemic presumably
aggravated the already existing healthcare crisis in the continent [6–8,16,17].

Nonetheless, information on the effect of COVID-19 in Africa focused on health system
challenges, and evidence on the effect of COVID-19 in African patients with hypertension,
diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) was extrapolated from what was obtained in
other parts of the globe. In order to properly allocate scarce resources and to support clinical
decisions during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is important to have an evidence-based record,
derived from available epidemiological and clinical data on the comorbidity between NCDs
and COVID-19 among African patients. This is of particular importance as in many African
countries, the demography is characterized by a large proportion of young people and a
lower prevalence of lifestyle risks (e.g., obesity and smoking), which may prevent against
severe SARS-CoV-2 [18–21]. Furthermore, genetic differences in COVID-19 susceptibility
may exist [22]. To our knowledge, no study or report is available to date that summarizes
the severity of COVID-19 in African patients with NCDs.

A preliminary search on International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews
(PROSPERO) [23], Open Science Framework (OSF) [24], and Joanna Briggs Institute
(JBI) [25] showed that no scoping review on the association between COVID-19 and hy-
pertension, diabetes, and CVDs is currently ongoing or registered. Hence, this scoping
review is an attempt to fill this gap and generate evidence for improved management
of COVID-19 and the aforementioned NCDs. Furthermore, it will inform African policy
makers and healthcare professionals toward the establishment of surveillance systems
and referral guidelines for the management of NCDs during the COVID-19 pandemic and
future pandemics.

2. Aim and Review Questions

The overarching aim of this review is to focus on the potential factors related to the
severity of COVID-19 for African patients with hypertension, diabetes, and CVDs and their
implications for case management. The following research questions will guide to conduct
this scoping review:

1. What type of severity outcomes were reported in the included studies?
2. What relative impact did the selected NCDs have on the severity of COVID-19?
3. Are there specific patient characteristics that increase the risk of COVID-19 severity

among patients with the selected NCDs, namely hypertension, diabetes, and CVDs?
4. What strategies and interventions have addressed the risk factors for COVID-19

severity in comorbid patients?
5. Which of the three selected NCDs had a major impact on exacerbating COVID-19

severity in Africa?
6. What impact did the COVID-19 response have on the services for NCDs in Africa?

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Protocol and Registration

The scoping review will be conducted in accordance with the guidance for pur-
suing systematic scoping reviews, put forth by Peters and colleagues from JBI in Aus-
tralia [26]. The methodologies comply with the extension for Scoping Reviews of the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA-ScR),
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given in Appendix A [27]. The review protocol was registered on OSF (registration link:
http//:osf.io/e9r28 accessed on 12 May 2023) on 17 November 2022.

3.2. Inclusion Criteria

Studies focusing on COVID-19 patients meeting the following criteria will be included:
(i) studies that estimated the quantitative relationship between COVID-19 and hypertension,
diabetes, and CVDs; (ii) studies conducted on the African continent; (iii) and studies of both
observational (longitudinal and cross-sectional) and interventional (randomized and nonran-
domized community trials and controlled and uncontrolled before/after studies) designs.

3.3. Exclusion Criteria

Not considered will be studies that met at least one of the following exclusion criteria:
(i) studies that evaluate COVID-19 patients without considering NCDs and vice versa;
(ii) position papers, editorials, policy statements, case reports, case series studies, perspec-
tives, commentaries, published abstracts, poster and oral presentations, and author reply
articles; (iii) studies on the potential association between COVID-19 and other infectious
diseases, malignancies, or autoimmune disorders, but not considering diabetes and hyper-
tension; and (iv) articles that speculatively extrapolate findings from studies conducted
outside Africa to explain the effects of COVID-19 in Africa.

3.4. Participants

The literature search will include results from studies reporting on COVID-19 and
NCD comorbidities among African patients. The review will include studies on adults
aged ≥18 years, irrespective of their gender. Data on patients participating in clinical
trials, cross-sectional epidemiological studies, or cohort studies (both retrospective and
prospective) will be included in the review. Data on patients admitted to any healthcare
facility, including outpatient departments, emergency rooms, and intensive care units
(ICUs) and reporting to have comorbidities of COVID-19 and NCDs are eligible for the
review. However, the review will not consider studies that report from African diaspora
patients (living outside of Africa).

3.5. Concept

The review will address the severity of COVID-19 symptoms among African patients
due to either one or several of the selected NCDs. For pragmatism and homogeneousness,
the review will consider the standard definitions of COVID-19 severities set forth by the
World Health Organization (WHO). The common categories for the level of aggravation
of COVID-19 among adult population are nonsevere (mild or early stage), moderate, se-
vere, and critical [28]. Moreover, as many studies from our preliminary search mentioned
“asymptomatic” as a category in their findings, we will include it in the search outcome,
in addition to the categories used by WHO [29]. The review will uncover the weight
of multicomorbidity of NCDs in further aggravating COVID-19 infection, changing the
pattern or course of outcomes. Patient characteristics, which weigh in exacerbating the
COVID-19 condition, will be marked. The final analysis will map and elaborate the morbid-
ity outcome in relation to the major NCDs among African patients and identify strategies
and intervention management for NCD comorbidity during pandemics on the continent.

3.6. Information Sources and Search Strategy

The systematic search strategy will mainly be aimed at published peer-reviewed articles.
To identify potentially suitable articles, we will search documents from the following electronic
databases: PubMed/MEDLINE, Embase/Elsevier, Scopus, Cumulative Index to Nursing &
Allied Health Literature (CINAHL)/EBSCO, and Web of Science. Because the first COVID-19
case was confirmed in Africa on 14 February 2020, we will search the databases from March
2020 to 28 February 2023 (3-year period) without language restrictions.

http//:osf.io/e9r28
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A three-step search strategy will be used in this review. First, an initial search of
PubMed will be undertaken followed by an analysis of the text words contained in the
title and abstract and of the index terms used to describe the article. Second, using all the
identified keywords and index terms, we will search all the other databases. Third, we
will undertake a hand search of the reference list of all the identified relevant documents
for potential additional articles. An example of the terms and strings of words applied on
PubMed is provided in Appendix B.

3.7. Search Results

Records retrieved through the aforementioned search strategy from all databases will
be imported into the bibliometric software EndNote™ X9 (Clarivate Analytics; Philadelphia,
PA, USA) and screened for relevance and duplication. The criteria for relevance are based
on the scope and objectives of the review. Using the inclusion criteria set above, two
reviewers will conduct full assessment of the identified scientific publications, and any
duplicates will be removed. Any disagreement will be resolved through discussion, and
with a third reviewer, as the case might be.

3.8. Data Charting Process

The reviewers will develop a data abstraction tool to capture relevant information
from the selected documents. The tool will encompass detailed information that includes
(i) participant characteristics, such as demographics of patients; (ii) study characteristics,
such as study setting, study types, publication dates, authors, methodology, etc.; and
(iii) outcomes and key findings related to the review objective. Two reviewers will indepen-
dently chart information from each selected document to ensure charting consistency and
inter-reviewer reliability. In case of disagreements, the two reviewers will resolve through
discussion or in consultation with a third team member.

All extracted data will be exported to Microsoft® Excel 2016 (Microsoft; Redmond, WA,
USA). A draft data abstraction tool is provided in Appendix C. As the reviewers familiarize
themselves with the content of the selected documents, necessary modifications to and
revisions of the data abstraction tool will be made. We will include the final version of the
data abstraction tool in the scoping review publication.

3.9. Data Analysis and Presentation

Outcome of the systematic search will be analyzed descriptively using frequencies
and percentages. Moreover, graphical presentation including tables and charts will be
used, whenever applicable. This will compare and/or reflect the effect of NCDs on the
severity of COVID-19. Effect of comorbidities of selected NCDs (diabetes, hypertension,
and CVDs) will be mapped accordingly and will be presented in comparison to those
without any comorbidities.

Figure 1 illustrates the graphical summary of the methodological strategy applied for
the protocol of the scoping review.
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4. Results

In this section, we will summarize the results of the search strategy and the process
of document selection, inclusion, and exclusion in both text and chart formats. We will
tabulate and describe detailed information about the selected studies. Emphasis will be
placed on the following information: authors, year of publication, country, aim of the
study, study design, study setting, participant characteristics, sample size, main findings,
measures of outcomes, and effect size (if relevant).

The abstracted information in relation to the objectives of the review will be summa-
rized and presented in detail. For example, we will present the number of studies that
examined associations between COVID-19 and hypertension. We will describe the relative
frequencies of the studies by geographical location and number and characteristics of the
participants included in terms of age, sex, and severity of COVID-19. Moreover, the types
of study designs and outcome measurements will be described. Additionally, the types and
strengths of the reported relationships between COVID-19 and hypertension will be given,
and the consistency of the findings will be reported. We will also recount the effect of the
COVID-19 response measures (e.g., lockdowns, closure of outpatient clinics, stock-outs of
medicines, diagnostics, personal protective equipment, etc.) on patients.

After describing the reported relationship between COVID-19 and the three selected
NCDs, we will report the relationship between COVID-19 and concurrent NCDs. The final
synthesis will present the overall severity of COVID-19 in people with all the selected NCDs.

5. Conclusions

This scoping review is expected to determine the odds of patients with chronic comor-
bidities to advance into severe stages of COVID-19 and to estimate the extent to which NCD
services were affected during the COVID-19 response in Africa. In doing so, the review will
provide new evidence and set foundations for recommendations toward the establishment
of surveillance systems and referral guidelines for the management of NCDs during the
COVID-19 pandemic and future pandemics. The outcome of the review will increase
awareness of healthcare professionals, policy makers, and other key stakeholders. It will
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also enhance further collaboration among research, surveillance systems, and technological
advancement to develop new advanced diagnostic tools and to set up policies that deal
with the silent pandemic of the dual burden of NCDs and infectious diseases in Africa.
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Appendix A

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping
Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) checklist.

Section Item PRISMA-ScR Checklist Item Reported on Page #
TITLE

Title 1 Identify the report as a scoping review 1
ABSTRACT

Structured summary 2
Provide a structured summary that includes (as applicable): background,

objectives, eligibility criteria, sources of evidence, charting methods, results, and
conclusions that relate to the review questions and objectives

1

INTRODUCTION

Rationale 3
Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known.
Explain why the review questions/objectives lend themselves to a scoping

review approach
1

Objectives 4

Provide an explicit statement of the questions and objectives being addressed
with reference to their key elements (e.g., population or participants, concepts,
and context) or other relevant key elements used to conceptualize the review

questions and/or objectives

2

METHODS

Protocol and
registration

5
Indicate whether a review protocol exists; state if and where it can be accessed

(e.g., a Web address), and if available, provide registration information,
including the registration number

3

Eligibility criteria 6
Specify characteristics of the sources of evidence used as eligibility criteria

(e.g., years considered, language, and publication status) and provide a rationale
3

Information sources * 7
Describe all information sources in the search (e.g., databases with dates of

coverage and contact with authors to identify additional sources), as well as the
date the most recent search was executed

4

Search 8
Present the full electronic search strategy for at least one database, including any

limits used, such that it could be repeated
4

Selection of sources
of evidence †

9
State the process for selecting sources of evidence (i.e., screening and eligibility)

included in the scoping review
4

Data charting process ‡ 10

Describe the methods of charting data from the included sources of evidence
(e.g., calibrated forms or forms that were tested by the team before their use and
whether data charting was performed independently or in duplicate) and any

processes for obtaining and confirming data from investigators

4

Data items 11
List and define all variables for which data were sought and any assumptions

and simplifications made
4 & 10
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Section Item PRISMA-ScR Checklist Item Reported on Page #
Critical appraisal of

individual sources of
evidence §

12
If performed, provide a rationale for conducting a critical appraisal of included
sources of evidence and describe the methods used and how this information

was used in any data synthesis (if appropriate)
NA

Synthesis of results 13 Describe the methods of handling and summarizing the data that were charted 4
RESULTS

Selection of sources
of evidence

14
Give numbers of sources of evidence screened, assessed for eligibility, and

included in the review, with reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally using a
flow diagram

NA

Characteristics of
sources of evidence

15
For each source of evidence, present characteristics for which data were charted

and provide the citations
NA

Critical appraisal
within sources

of evidence
16

If performed, present data on critical appraisal of included sources of evidence
(see item 12)

NA

Results of individual
sources of evidence

17
For each included source of evidence, present the relevant data that were

charted that relate to the review questions and objectives
NA

Synthesis of results 18
Summarize and/or present the charting results as they relate to the review

questions and objectives
NA

DISCUSSION

Summary of evidence 19
Summarize the main results (including an overview of concepts, themes, and
types of evidence available), link to the review questions and objectives, and

consider the relevance to key groups
NA

Limitations 20 Discuss the limitations of the scoping review process NA

Conclusions 21
Provide a general interpretation of the results with respect to the review

questions and objectives, as well as potential implications and/or next steps
5

FUNDING

Funding 22
Describe sources of funding for the included sources of evidence, as well as

sources of funding for the scoping review. Describe the role of the funders of the
scoping review

NA

JBI = Joanna Briggs Institute; PRISMA-ScR = Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-
Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews. * Where sources of evidence (see second footnote) are compiled
from, such as bibliographic databases, social media platforms, and websites. † A more inclusive/
heterogeneous term used to account for the different types of evidence or data sources (e.g., quantitative
and/or qualitative research, expert opinion, and policy documents) that may be eligible in a scoping review
as opposed to only studies. This is not to be confused with information sources (see first footnote). ‡ The
frameworks by Arksey and O’Malley (6) and Levac and colleagues (7) and the JBI guidance (4, 5) refer to the
process of data extraction in a scoping review as data charting. § The process of systematically examining
research evidence to assess its validity, results, and relevance before using it to inform a decision. This term is
used for items 12 and 19 instead of “risk of bias” (which is more applicable to systematic reviews of interventions)
to include and acknowledge the various sources of evidence that may be used in a scoping review
(e.g., quantitative and/or qualitative research, expert opinion, and policy document). NA = Not Applicable.

Appendix B

The following terms and strings of word combinations were applied to identify relevant
studies as an example for PubMed/MEDLIN. Search conducted on 13 March 2023.

Search Terms Query Result

#1 COVID-19 “COVID-19”[tiab] OR “COVID-19”[MeSH Terms] OR “SARS-CoV-2”[tiab] OR
“SARS-CoV-2”[MeSH Terms] OR “coronavirus”[MeSH Terms] OR “coronavirus”[tiab] 336,796

#2 Severity severity[tiab] 125,613

#3 Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs)

“Coronary Artery Disease”[Majr] OR “Cardiovascular Diseases”[Majr] OR “Coronary artery
disease”[tiab] OR “CAD”[tiab] OR “coronary heart disease”[tiab] OR “CHD”[tiab] OR

“ischemic heart disease”[tiab] OR “IHD”[tiab] OR “heart disease”[tiab] OR “Cardiovascular
diseases”[tiab] OR “CVS” OR “stroke”[tiab] OR “peripheral artery disease”[tiab]

318,922

#4 Diabetes “Diabetes Mellitus”[Majr] OR “Hyperglycemia”[Majr] OR Diabetes[Title/Abstract] OR
Hyperglycem*[Title/Abstract] 142,826
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Search Terms Query Result

#5 Hypertension “hypertension”[Title/Abstract] OR “blood pressure”[Title/Abstract] OR
“Hypertension”[Majr] OR “Blood Pressure”[Majr] 101,201

#6 NCDs “noncommunicable disease”[Title/Abstract] OR “non-communicable
disease”[Title/Abstract] OR NCDs[Title/Abstract] OR “Noncommunicable Diseases”[Majr] 3829

#7 African countries

“Africa”[Majr] OR Africa*[tiab] OR Nigeria[tiab] OR Ethiopia[tiab] OR Egypt[tiab] OR “DR
Congo” [tiab] OR Tanzania[tiab] OR “South Africa”[tiab] OR Kenya[tiab] OR Uganda[tiab]
OR Algeria[tiab] OR Sudan[tiab] OR Morocco[tiab] OR Angola[tiab] OR Mozambique[tiab]

OR Ghana[tiab] OR Madagascar[tiab] OR Cameroon[tiab] OR ” Côte d’Ivoire”[tiab] OR
“Ivory Coast”[tiab] OR Niger[tiab] OR “Burkina Faso” [tiab] OR Mali[tiab] OR Malawi[tiab]
OR Zambia[tiab] OR Senegal[tiab] OR Chad[tiab] OR Somalia[tiab] OR Zimbabwe[tiab] OR
Guinea[tiab] OR Rwanda[tiab] OR Benin[tiab] OR Burundi[tiab] OR Tunisia[tiab] OR “South

Sudan”[tiab] OR Togo[tiab] OR “Sierra Leone”[tiab] OR Libya[tiab] OR Congo[tiab] OR
Liberia[tiab] OR “Central African Republic” [tiab] OR Mauritania[tiab] OR Eritrea[tiab] OR
Namibia[tiab] OR Gambia[tiab] OR Botswana[tiab] OR Gabon[tiab] OR Lesotho[tiab] OR

“Guinea-Bissau”[tiab] OR “Equatorial Guinea” [tiab] OR Mauritius[tiab] OR Eswatini[tiab]
OR Djibouti[tiab] OR Comoros[tiab] OR “Cabo Verde”[tiab] OR “Sao Tome & Principe”

[tiab] OR Seychelles[tiab]

108,079

#8 To evaluate the effect of NCDs on
COVID-19 severity

(((“COVID-19”[tiab] OR “COVID-19”[MeSH Terms] OR “SARS-CoV-2”[tiab] OR
“SARS-CoV-2”[MeSH Terms] OR “coronavirus”[MeSH Terms] OR “coronavirus”[tiab])
AND (severity[tiab])) AND (“noncommunicable disease”[tiab] OR “non-communicable

disease”[tiab] OR NCDs[tiab] OR “Noncommunicable Diseases”[Majr] OR “Diabetes
Mellitus”[Majr] OR “Hyperglycemia”[Majr] OR Diabetes[tiab] OR Hyperglycem*[tiab] OR

“Coronary Artery Disease”[Majr] OR “Cardiovascular Diseases”[Majr] OR “Coronary artery
disease”[tiab] OR “CAD”[tiab] OR “coronary heart disease”[tiab] OR “CHD”[tiab] OR

“ischemic heart disease”[tiab] OR “IHD”[tiab] OR “heart disease”[tiab] OR “Cardiovascular
diseases”[tiab] OR “CVS” OR “hypertension”[Title/Abstract] OR “blood pressure”[tiab] OR
“Hypertension”[Majr] OR “Blood Pressure”[Majr])) AND (“Africa”[Majr] OR Africa*[tiab]
OR Nigeria[tiab] OR Ethiopia[tiab] OR Egypt[tiab] OR “DR Congo”[tiab] OR Tanzania[tiab]
OR “South Africa”[tiab] OR Kenya[tiab] OR Uganda[tiab] OR Algeria[tiab] OR Sudan[tiab]

OR Morocco[tiab] OR Angola[tiab] OR Mozambique[tiab] OR Ghana[tiab] OR
Madagascar[tiab] OR Cameroon[tiab] OR ” Côte d’Ivoire”[tiab] OR “Ivory Coast”[tiab] OR
Niger[tiab] OR “Burkina Faso”[tiab] OR Mali[tiab] OR Malawi[tiab] OR Zambia[tiab] OR
Senegal[tiab] OR Chad[tiab] OR Somalia[tiab] OR Zimbabwe[tiab] OR Guinea[tiab] OR

Rwanda[tiab] OR Benin[tiab] OR Burundi[tiab] OR Tunisia[tiab] OR “South Sudan”[tiab]
OR Togo[tiab] OR “Sierra Leone”[tiab] OR Libya[tiab] OR Congo[tiab] OR Liberia[tiab] OR

“Central African Republic”[tiab] OR Mauritania[tiab] OR Eritrea[tiab] OR Namibia[tiab] OR
Gambia[tiab] OR Botswana[tiab] OR Gabon[tiab] OR Lesotho[tiab] OR

“Guinea-Bissau”[tiab] OR “Equatorial Guinea”[tiab] OR Mauritius[tiab] OR Eswatini[tiab]
OR Djibouti[tiab] OR Comoros[tiab] OR “Cabo Verde”[tiab] OR “Sao Tome & Principe”[tiab]

OR Seychelles[tiab])

124

Appendix C

Data extraction instrument.

Item Description Response

Study ID

1. Author

2. Year

3. Title

4. Journal

Reason for inclusion or exclusion

5. Did the study or source of information present COVID-19 and NCD comorbidity?
1. Yes
2. No→ excluded

6. Did the study or source of information present severity of COVID-19?
1. Yes
2. No→ excluded

7. Was the study or source of information from or about any African country?
1. Yes
2. No→ excluded

8. Was the literature finding a review?
1. Yes→ excluded
2. No

9. Was the search finding an expert opinion?
1. Yes→ excluded
2. No

10. Were there other reasons to exclude the article?
1. Yes
2. No→ included

11. If yes for #10, specify reason List the reasons
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Item Description Response

Characteristics of study
population/articles

12. Sample size Specify number

13. Gender balance Male to female ratio

14. Study population type

1. Young
2. Adult
3. Elderly
4. Mixed population

15. Age groups of patients (years)

1. <20
2. 20–40
3. 41–60
4. >60

16. Which single comorbidity did the patients have?

1. Hypertension
2. Cardiovascular
3. Kidney
4. Diabetes

17. Were there multiple comorbidities?
1. Only one
2. Two
3. More than two

18. Patient type
1. Outpatient
2. Inpatient
3. Intensive Care Unit (ICU)

19. Vaccination status
1. Fully vaccinated (2X)
2. Partially vaccinated
3. Nonvaccinated

Research methods used in the
study (project)/article

(Published paper)

20. What type of article was it?

1. Research article
2. Expert opinion
3. Review
4. Presentation (any form)
5. Abstract

21. Study design
1. Single method
2. Multi/mixed-method
3. Multiple methods

22. What kind of study?
1. Observational
2. Experimental
3. Quasi-experimental

23. If observation

1. Correlational (retrospective)
2. Correlational (prospective)
3. Cross-sectional
4. Case–control
5. Nonobservational
6. Other (specify)

24. If experimental

1. Classic
experiment/randomized

2. Experiment nonrandomized
3. Experiment/noncontrol
4. Nonexperimental
5. Other descriptive

25. Study type
1. Qualitative
2. Quantitative
3. Mixed-approach

26. Data collection tool/procedure applied

1. Questionnaire
2. Indepth interview
3. Focus group discussion
4. Mixed tools

27. Data analysis

1. Descriptive
2. Analytical
3. Mixed
4. Other (specify)

28. Study area coverage
1. Single country
2. Multiple countries

29. Study setting (centers)

1. Hospital
2. Community-based
3. Voluntary testing
4. Travel checking
5. Quarantine setting
6. Multicenter
7. Other (specify)

Note 30. Short note or summary of the article Description
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